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ABSTRACT 

An Idealized Model of the Influence of Drill 

String Mechanics on the Hole Deviation Problem 

by 

Cheng-Yo Ho 

A simplified theoretical model for the directional drilling tendency 

of a drill bit in anisotropic rocks is proposed. Deviational forces play 

a very important role in this model. To analyze the deviational forces a 

three-dimensional mathematical model of the static deformation of drill 

strings is presented. The effect of twisting torque on deviational force 

is studied with this model. 

The results show that the torque has very little effect on the 

deviational force in the plane of the gravitational force and a linear but 

negligible effect on the deviational force in the perpendicular plane. 

So the effect of torque is ignored and the analysis is reduced to two 

dimensions. 

A method is developed using singularly functions to represent the 

concentrated load in the simplified 2-D analysis of the drill string with 

stabilizers. Application of this method to the study of the effects of 

stabilizers and deviational forces produces satisfactory results. Further 

studies of the three-dimensional rock failure characteristics are needed 

to complete the theoretical model for directional drilling. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

THEORETICAL MODEL 

X Y Z: Orthotropic material coordinate system 

x y . z: Bit coordinate system 

CX °Y V 
Material failure parameter 

k k k : 
x y z 

R: 

F: 

Bit drilling characteristics 

Drilling rate vector 

Resultant force on the rock by the bit 

DRILL STRING MECHANICS: 

C: Distance between the first and second stabilizer, in ft. 

c: Dimensionless distance between the first and second 
stabilizer 

D: Distance between the second stabilizer and point of tangency, 
in ft. 

d: Dimensionless distance between the second stabilizer and 
point of tangency 

El: Drill collar stiffness 

F: Resultant force on the bit by the rock 

H: Deviational force on the bit 

h: Dimensionless deviational force 

L: Tangency length, distance from the bit to point of tangency of 
drill collars to borehole wall, in ft. 

A: Dimensionless tangency length. Defined in Equation (9). 

m: Length, in ft., of one dimensionless unit defined in 
Equation (9) 

p: Weight in mud per unit length of the drill string, in lb/ft. 

R: Effective radius, difference in hole and drill collar radius 
in ft. 

r: Dimensionless effective radius, defined in Equation (9) 
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S: Distance between the bit and the (first) stabilizer, in ft 

s: Dimensionless unit of distance between the bit and the 
(first) stabilizer 

£>ideal: Distance between the bit and the single ideal stabilizer. 

T: Torque applied at the bit, in ft-lb. 

t: Dimensionless torque, defined in Equation (9) 
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INTRODUCTION 

Control of hole deviation during the drilling of oil and gas wells 

is very important. Deviation can be defined as the departure of the path 

of the bit from drilling a straight hole. The hole may be either vertical 

or inclined. Deviation may cause crooked holes,.casing wear, key seating, 

stuck pipe, and expensive fishing jobs. Sometimes deviation may be desir¬ 

able as in directional drilling. The general purpose of directional 

drilling is to place the bottom of a well under an inaccessible surface 

location. But under all circumstances sudden change of hole direction is 

not desirable because it results in the serious problem of dog-leg and 

key seats (Figure 1). 

Deviation is caused by the flexibility of drill string and the inter¬ 

action of forces between the bit and the rock. Attempts to explain the 

interaction of the bit with the formation rock have been made by a number 

of investigators. ^ As a result of preferred chip formation 

on one side of the bit tooth, a force is created that forces the bit to 

deviate in the direction of greater material removal (Figure 2). In 

controlling deviation when drilling in anisotropic formations, two 

approaches are possible. The first approach is to reduce the effect of 

the anisotropic failure by some means such that, for all practical 

purposes, the rock drills like an isotropic formation. Attempts to do 

this have been largely unsuccessful. The second approach is to introduce 

an additional deviation force at the bit to counteract the anisotropic 

failure of the formation. This extra force is obtained by suitable 

placement of stabilizers and making proper adjustments of the weight on 

bit. 
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In this study a theoretical model for the directional drilling tendency 

of the bit in anisotropic rock is proposed to relate the deviational force 

to the rock and bit characteristics and the drilling rate. The remaining 

part is devoted to analysis of the drill string behavior under various 

configurations. 

Consider Figure 3, which shows the lower portion of the drill string 

in a straight but inclined hole whose angle of inclination with the 

vertical is a. It is assumed that the drill string lies on the low side 

of the hole and contacts the wall at the point of tangency T. The 

resultant reactional force of the rock on bit is F, Applied at an angle 
*1» 

<j> with the vertical. The force F may be resolved into two components, 

namely W, called weight on bit, in the axial direction and H, called 

deviational force, perpendicular to the axis of the hole. If the drill 

string lies on the low side of the hole for some interval of length, then 

in this interval the drill string is supported by the borehole wall, 

resulting in zero internal shear and bending moment. Therefore, for the 

purposes of this analysis, only the portion below the tangency point T is 

considered. This length of drill string involved in. the deviation process 

depends on a number of factors such as the physical makeup of the drill 

string, the geometry of the hole, and. the weight on bit. 

Generally, not more than the bottom 150 feet of the drill string 

are involved. At higher hole inclination angles and weight on bit, this is 

1 2 
often reduced to a range of 60 feet or less.* Also shown in Figure 3 is 

the positive sign direction of W and H. If H is positive, the hole 

deviation with respect to vertical will increase. Conversely, if H is 

negative, the hole deviation will decrease. If H is zero (jL.e., if <f> and 

a are equal) then drilling will proceed in the prolongation of the axis 

of the hole, which means that hole deviation a will be maintained. 



This is called the equilibrium angle a- (Actually the above statements 

are valid in isotropic formations for "isotropic" bits only, as will be 

explained in the theoretical model for directional drilling tendency.) 

3 

Let p denote the buoyant weight per unit length of the section of 

drill string below the point of tangency T, and F^ the total force at the 

center of gravity of that section. An increase in results in a decrease 

in H, which may even become negative. So it is clear that an increase of 

F results in a decrease in hole angle a. Therefore, F has a beneficial 

effect which is often called the pendulum effect. In isotropic rock the 

equilibrium angle a depends on the weight on bit, drill collar size and 

hole size. The two factors, drill collar size and hole size, are inter¬ 

related through the effective radius R, which is defined as half the 

difference between the hole and drill collar diameters. This dependency 

was resolved by Lubinski and Woods.^ For anisotropic formations, equi¬ 

librium angle also depends on additional factors. There were resolved 

2 
by Lubinski and Woods in terms of dip and anisotropic index. The effect 

of a stabilizer and of drill string makeup on equilibrium angle has been 

studied.2,3,4,5»6,7 

Most previous studies of drill string mechanics have been two 

dimensional analyses with the effects of torque excluded. Recently a 

4 
three-dimensional analysis has been reported by Walker and Friedman. 

The present three-dimensional analysis is based on the simplifying 

assumption that the axial force variation can be neglected. The possible 

effects of the torque are also studied and a new approach is developed to 

study the effects of stabilizers. 
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SECTION A-A' 
(ENLARGED) 

FIGURE 1: DOG-LEG RESULTING IN THE FORMATION OF A KEY SEAT 

FIGURE 2: CHIP FORMATION BY A WEDGE IN ISOTROPIC 

AND ANISOTROPIC ROCKS 



FIGURE 3: IDEALIZED SKETCH OF FORCES AFFECTING HOLE 

DEVIATION AND ITS BEAM-COLUMN ANALOGY 

Z 2 

F 

FIGURE 4: ANISOTROPIC BIT (AXES x, y, z) IN ANISOTROPIC 

ROCK (X, Y, Z) 
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I. A SIMPLIFIED THEORETICAL MODEL FOR DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 

TENDENCY OF ATDRILL BIT IN ANISOTROPIC ROCKS 

If the rock and bit were "isotropic", one would expect that the 

borehole would be drilled in the direction of the resultant force on the 

bit. However, bits are designed to drill with a strong preference for the 

forward direction and rocks may have anisotropic failure characteristics. 

These effects results in a modification of the direction in which the 

borehôle progresses. A simplified theoretical model for directional 

drilling tendency of drill bit in anisotropic rocks is considered as 

follows : 

i) Consider a fictitious "isotropic" bit, which in isotropic formations 

drills at the same rate in any direction for a given force magnitude. The 

drilling rate vector R is in the same direction as the resultant force F: 
<\j 'V 

where c is a parameter that depends on the type of rock and bit. 

ii) For an "isotropic" bit in an anisotropic formation, the drilling 

rates in each of the three orthotropic material axes are different due to 

the nature of the rock failure. Take components of F in directions of 

orthotropic material axes, the drilling rate components on the same axes 

depend on forces along the axes and material parameter c^, Cy, c^: 

R = c^F_e_ + cTTF,re„ + c_F_e_ ^ X X'V/X Y Y'i/Y Z ZvZ 

Where X,Y,Z are the orthotropic material axes and e . e . e„ are base 

vectors for the material coordinates. 

iii) Consider an "anisotropic" bit in an isotropic rock. Take the (x,z) 

plane as containing the resultant force F and the z axis along the axis 
*V/ 

of the hole. For the same amount of force in the x and z directions, we 



would get different drill rates. Assuming a simple linear model: 7 

R = c(k F e + k F e ) 
'V/ x X'VX z Z'WS 

where kx and kz are bit drilling characteristics, x, y, z the axes of the 

bit and e , e , e are base vectors for the bit coordinates. <\>x 'yjy 'V/z 

iv) Consider an "anisotropic" bit in an anisotropic formations: Define 

the directional cosines between the bit axes (a, y,z) and orthotropic 

material axes (X,Y,Z) as: 

X y z 

X h ml nl 

Y h m2 n2 

Z H m3 “3 

the drilling rate relative to the bit axes is : 

CX*1 CY£2 CZ£3 
"k 
x 1 V"i k

zV 

R(x,y,z) = [F OF] 
*\> *Jt x z CXml CYm2 CZm3 

k £0 
x 2 V”2 k

Z
n2 

-Vl CYn2 CZn3- 
k £_ L x 3 kym3 V3- 

This equation relates the drilling rate to the forces on the bit, bit 

drilling characteristics k, rock parameters c and the directional cosines 

between bit axes and material axes. The directional cosines can be 

measured in the field. The deviational forces are caused by the drill 

string flexibility and the interaction between the bit and the formation 

being drilled. This study is primarily concerned with the effect 

caused by the drill string. Further study on the interaction between bit 

and rock and the determination of bit drilling characteristics and rock 

parameters is needed before a comprehensive solution to the problem of 

hole deviation is obtained. 
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II. THREE-DIMENSIONAL MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF DRILL STRING 

ASSUMPTIONS: 

The analysis is based on following assumptions : 

1) The drill string lies on the lower side of the borehole for 

a small interval of length somewhere above the bit. 

2) The variation in axial force is neglected. 

3) Consider only drill collars of uniform weight, stiffness and 

clearance in an inclined borehole of zero curvature. 

4) The dynamic effects of drill string and drilling fluid are 

ignored. 

5) The bit is at the center of the borehole and no moments 

exist between the bit and the formation. 

6) The deflection of the drill string is "small". 

DERIVATION: 

A cantilever beam-column is used to represent the bottom-hole 

assemblies considered here. The rectangular coordinate system has its 

origin at the built-in end, the z axis is the hole axis and xz plane 

contains the gravitational force.(Figure 5). The external loads are 

shown in Figure 5. Under this loading condition, one cannot assume the 

center-line curve to be a plane curve, but it will be a space curve. 

Consider the moment equilibrium of a section of beam-column 

between P and Q (Figure 6), the resultant moment at P is: 

*1 - - H (L-z) - p sinct-^^- - W (a-x) 
XZ X JL 

Myi = - Hy(L-z) + W(b-y) 

. -L-z 
M = T = T - f [y(z+e)~ y(z)] p sina de - H (b-y) - H (a-x) 
z n x y 



FIGURE 5: CONFIGURATION SHOWING THE DRILL STRING WITH LOADS 

, -Hy (L-z) -l- W(b-y) 

T / T % ^ 

\B/  .—, 

♦ ♦ V'0* t ;° i A \ 
''' P 

W 

K0 

-H (L-z) - P Stn* (L-*- W(o-x) 
* 2 

T = T-j>L’
2
{yU+£)-yu)] p sin* oe - HK (b-y)-Hy lo-x) 

FIGURE 6 : SEGMENT OF A DRILL STRING SHOWING EQUILIBRIUM OF 

FORCES, MOMENTS, AND ITS SIGN CONVENTION 
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where a,b are the deflections of the free end iny direction respectively. 

The ordinary approximate theory, a generalization of the "Bemoulli- 

Eulerian” theory, relate the moment to the curvature and twist of the rod 

by: 
8 

M 
v 

M 
P 

« El 
v 

= El 
P 

= GJ 

K 
P 

X 

where A is directed along the tangent to the center line; v, p, A a right 

handed orthogonal system; , tc^ curvature on vA, pA plane respectively; 

T is the twist. 

We assume that the deflections are small so that dx, dy « dz. The 

*Vr 
vector T can be resolved into three components: PC along the center line and 

CB, BA parallel to the x, y axis (Figure 6). By the small deflection 

assumption, we have: 

PC * % 
CB = PA y' = Ï y' 

BA = PA x* = Ï x' 

so the moment at P can be rewritten as: 

s ï = T - j£L~Z [y(z+e> - y(z)] p sina de - Hx(b-y)-Hy(a-x) 

2 
Mxz = -Hx(L-z) - p sina - W(a-x) + ft y' 

Myz - -H (L-a) + W(b-y) + T x' (1) 

The moment M^, being directed along the center line, is a local torsion 

couple. The moments M^, M are not quite perpendicular to the center 

line, but almost so. The differences can be neglected for dx, dy « dz. 
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Then M , M can be Interpreted as the bending moment: for curves on xz 

xz yz 

and yz plane respectively. We can write for the bending moments at an 

arbitrary point z: 

-EIx” = - H (L-z) - p sina ^L~Z* - W (a-x) 
X Zm 

+ y' [y(z+e)-y(z>] de - H (b-y)-H (a 
x y 

-x)J 

Ely" = - Hy(L-z) + W(b-y) + x' Iy(z+e)-y(z)]de 

- Hx(b-y) - Hy(a-x)J (2) 

the sign difference between EIx” and EIY” comes from the sign convention 

we adopted for moments. In most cases, all three terms in the square 

bracket other than T can be ignored: 

XL-z 
[y(z+e) - y(z)]de « T 

Hx(b-y) « T 

Hy (a-x) « T (3) 

the simplified differential equations read: 

2 

-EIx” = - H (L-z) - p sina - - - z-~ - W(arx)+ y' T 
X 4 

Ely” = - Hy(L-z) + W(b-y) + x' T (4) 

Differentiate twice, the differential equations system becomes: 

EIx"” = -TyWx" + p sin a 

Ely"” = Txm- Wy" (5) 

The distributed load p sina comes from the gravitational force. 

In the absence of gravitational force, equation (5) becomes that derived 

by Love. Equation (5) is similar to that derived by Walker^ except 

terms like 
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(p cosa y'), (p cosa x'), z p sina 

are present in Walker's equation. The last term can be 

« 1. The first two terms are not present because no 

force is assumed. 

neglected for w z 
P 

variation in axial 

SOLUTION: 

Define a complex number 

u = x + jy 

equation (5) can be combined: 

Elu" - j Tu'" + Wu" - p sin a - 0 (6) 

the solution to this equation is 

u = 6JY
Z cos gz + g sin + Cz + D + ~2w""~ ' (7) 

where 

Y = 2EI 

6 » * W (8) 

A, B, C, D complex constants 

The form of the solutions of the differential equation suggests using the 

following dimensionless groups: 

m Ç = 
x 

m sin 

w 

t 

C * 

n “ 

y 
m sin 

z 

m 
(9) 

Then the differential equations become: 
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Ç«« . - tç"' - wç" + 1 

C" = - tçm - wç" (10) 

the solution: 

Ç + jç - eJ5T1 (A cos Xn + B sin Xn) + Cn + D + ~ TJ
2 

zw 

where 

ô=| 

X - 1/2 V t2 + 4w 

The boundary conditions at the bit are: 

x(L) = - R y(L) - O 

«* (D - - y" tt) 
T x* (L) 

El 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

the second derivatives are not zero since the applied torque is defined 

on the hole axis rather than about the deflected beam. The bit is assumed 

to be at the center of the hole. 

The boundary conditions at z = 0 are: 

x(0) = 0 y(0) - 0 

x'(0) =0 y'(0) * 0 (14) 

because it is assumed that the drill string contacts the low side of the 

hole. Contact over a small, finite interval uncouples the solutions for 

the portions of the beam-column above and below the region of contact* so 

the additional boundary condition that bending moment vanishes 

x" (0) = 0 (15) 

can be used to determine the length of the bottom-hole assembly. 

The constraint that the deflection curve must remain within the 

borehole is imposed. If the drill string contacts the wall of the bore¬ 

hole, continuity of displacement, slope and moment must be maintained. 
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After the integration constants A, B, C, D are determined, the devia- 

tional forces Hx» can be evaluated by using (4). 

A computer program is used to solve this problem (Appendix A). 

EXAMPLE: EFFECT OF THE TORQUE ON DEVIATIONAL FORCES 

Collars: 6 1/4" O.D. 2 1/4" I.D. 

Hole: 8 3/4" Dia. Inclination Angle 10° 

Mud: 10 lb/gal 

Weight on Bit: 50,000 lb. and 5,000 lb. 

Torque: 1,000 ft-lb., 10,000 ft-lb., and 50,000 ft-lb. 

No Stabilizer. 

The result is given in Figure11 and 12. The deviational forces are given 

in dimensionless unit 

x m p sin a 

The assumptions that the torques attributed by deviational forces and 

distributed load are negligible as compared with the applied torque 

are verified. [Equation (3)] 
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III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF DRILL STRING WITH ONE STABILIZER 

Consider a beam-column system. The rectangular coordinate system has 

its origin at the built-in end, the z axis is the hole axis and xz plane 

contains the gravitational force. The external loads are shown 

in Figure 7. The assumptions are the same as those in previous section 

and the stabilizer is assumed to fill the hole completely (i.e., the drill 

string is held at the center of the hole by the stabilizer). The torque 

at the bit is not considered since its effect on the deflection and 

deviational forces is negligible. 

The effect of the stabilizer is symbolized by a concentrated load 

H2 at a distance D from the origin. If we use singularity function to 

express the concentrated load as. part of a uniformly distributed load, the 

differential equation for the elastic line of drill collar is: 

EIx,,,, + Wx" = p sina + H2 6(z-D) (16) 

The boundary conditions are: 

x(0) = 0 

x'(0) = 0 

x" (0) = (WR-H1L-H2D - 1/2 p sina L2) 

x'"(0) = (H^H + p sina L) 
El 

(17) 

the right hand side of the last two conditions comes from moment and force 

balance. Note that at the presence of axial load W 

#!- v + w£ 
dz dz 

where M, V are the bending moment and shear force. But we have zero 

dM 
slope at origin, so at x = 0, ^ = V. 

The dimensionless form of the differential equation is: 
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FIGURE 7 CONFIGURATION OF DRILL STRING WITH ONE STABILIZER 
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çB" (n) + wç” (n) = l + h2ô(n-d) (18) 

where d is the dimensionless form of D. Note that the dimension of 5(z-D) 

is 1/length. The dimensionless groups are defined in equation (9). 

The boundary conditions in dimensionless form are: 

5(0) = 0 

V (0) - o 

Ç" (0) = - wr + hjt + h2d + \ a
2 = 8 

Ç"' (0) = - (hx + h2 + Z) = -y (19) 

where 8, y are the dimensionless bending moment and shear force at n = 0. 

Use Laplace transformation to solve the differential equation. The follow¬ 

ing inverse Laplace transformation are used: 

T'1 (— o'" ^ d “ cos j/wt) 
\s(s2+w)/ w 

•t"1 (?^) * 7*( ^ 'sln Æt) 

r”1 (~T~1 ^ = + \ (cos ^ ~ 
<£ \s3(s2+w )/ 2w w2 

r"1 f-?—f“—^ = “T7? ( ^w(t-d) - sin i^w(t-d)) U(t-d) 
©C \sZ(sZ+ w)/ wJ/Z 

The solution to (18) is: 

Ç(TI) = (1 ~ cos *'wn) +2^ 372 ^ ^ " sin 

w wJ 

+ ~\/2 ( ^(h-d) - sin vÇ(n-d)) U(n-d) (20) 

To determine the values of h^, h2, SL, three additional conditions are 

used: the drill string is at the center of the hole at n = d and n = Z; 

and lies on the lower side of the hole at n « 0, i.e., the moment is 

zero there: 
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_r = cos .»Cd_-l +  JL. (yÇd _ sinVÇd) 
w w 

-r = ?6S -ffi- ~ -1 + A- _ t ^ (yÇjj, _ sin ,/^i) 
w w 

h? 
+ ~~JJ2 t*^(A-d) - sin v*w(£-d)] 
w - 

8 = - wr + + h2d + j 9? - 0 (21) 

NO STABILIZER: 

As s approaches zero (i.e., = 0), the solution reduces to the case 

where no stabilizer is used; equation (20) becomes: 

Ç(n) = ^ ~2 (1 - cos v’wn) + ~ £J2 (^n - Sin v£n) (22) 
w w 

A number of cases were studied with a computer program (Appendix B): 

Dimensionless weight on bit w = 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 

Dimensionless effective radius r = 1, ±, 

the results of the distance from the bit to the point of tangency and the 

deviational force angle are presented in Figures 13 and 14. The solid 

liens in these Figures are data taken from Lubinski and Woods.^ A quite 

satisfactory agreement is obtained except in cases where the weight on 

bit is small and/or the effective radius is large. The justification is 

that in these conditions, as one can see from Figure 14, the distance 

between the bit and tangency point:ls thé largest, accordingly the assumption 

that the axial force variation can be neglected is no longer valid. 

PERCENTAGE IMPROVEMENT OF A STABILIZER: 

Let w be the dimensionless weight on bit when a stabilizer is put at 

the ideal position and w' the dimensionless weight on bit when no stabilizer 
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is used for the same value of force angle, hole size, collar size and 

hole inclination. The percentage improvement is defined as: 

% improvement = ) 100 

so w* for given <J>/a and r must be determined. A figure for (j>/ot vs. r is 

available^, but this figure is too rough to calculate w'. Since equation 

(22) is shown to be accurate as long as r is small and/or w is large, it 

is used to calculate w'. The results for the following cases are shown 

in Figure 16. 

Dimensionless weight on bit w = 0.6, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 

Dimensionless effective radius r = 'JQQ’, -|QQ 

IDEAL STABILIZER POSITION: 

The hole deviation will be the smallest when the inclination angle 

<j> of force on bit is the smallest. So the ideal position of a stabilizer 

is such that the deviational force is minimum when upward direction force 

with respect to low side of hole is considered negative. And the ideal 

stabilizer position is found to be the furthest position from the bit the 

stabilizer can be put without causing the drill.collar to touch the bore¬ 

hole. A computer program is written to solve the ideal stabilizer 

position (Appendix C). The results of ideal stabilizer positions are 

shown in Figure 15 for the following cases. 

Dimensionless weight on bit w = 0.6, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 

Dimensionless effective radius r *» -|Q-, ^QQ» ^QQ 

Next, this method is generalized to the two stabilizers situation. The 

advantages, if any, of the second stabilizer and its position can be 

analyzed by this method. 
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IV. TWO-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF DRILL STRING WITH TWO STABILIZERS 

Consider a beam-column with external loads shown in Figure 8. The 

coordinate system has its origin at the build-in end. Only forces and 

displacements in the vertical x-z plane are considered. The assumptions 

are the same as before. 

The differential equation for the elastic line of drill collars is: 

EIx"" + Wx" - p sin a + H3<S(z-D) + H2fi(z-D-C) (23) 

with boundary conditions at z = 0: 

x(0) - 0 

x'(0) = 0 

x" (0) - - (WR - HjL - H2(C+D) - H3D - 1/2 p sina L2) 

x'" (0) - - I2 <Hi + H2 + H3 + p sina L) (24) 

the dimensionless form of the differential equation is: 

5"" (n) + w£"(q) = 1 + h36(q-d) + h2S(q-d-c) (25) 

the dimensionless form of the boundary conditions at z = 0 are: 

5(0) = 0 

V (0) = 0 

Ç" (0) = — wr + h^JL + h2(c+d) + h3d + y £2 = 8 

5'”(0)= + h2 + h3 + i) = - y 

where 8, y are the dimensionless bending moment and shear force at z = 0 

respectively. 

Using Laplace transformation, we find the solution: 

5(n) - 
8w - 1 

2 
w 

+ 

2 
(1 - cos yÇq) + - sin VÎ7q) 

[/Âr(n-d) - sin »^/(q-d)] U(n-d) 
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FIGURE 8 CONFIGURATION OF DRILL STRING WITH TWO STABILIZERS 



+ ~2/2 t- sin >/î7(n-d-c)] U(nrd-c) 
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(27) 

four additional conditions can be used to determine h^, h^> &: the 

drill string lies at the center of the hole at t) - d, n = c, q = £, and 

lies on the low side of the borehole at q = 0; i.e^., bending moment is 

zero: 

3 = - wr+hji + t^Cc+d) + h^d + ^ .S? 

cos ^wd - 1 , d 

  T- + 2S 
w 

3/2 
w 

(/wd - sin /wd) 

-r - -c-°a j£w<9_zi + ^iSll - [Æ(d+c> - sin Æ(d+c)] 
w 

2w 
w 

+ —§72" (,/”c ~ s*-n 

wJ 

-r 
cos vÇz - 1 

w 
+ Iw 3/2 ~ sinv^£) 

wJ/ 

h h„ 

+ - „ iv [v^(Jt-d) - sin i^7(£-d) ] + 
3/2 3/2 

(✓ws - sin jws) (28) 

w w 

It is noticed that the degree of freedom of the above system of equations 

is two for given r, w. A program is written for s,c also given (Appendix D)< 

EXAMPLE: EFFECT OF STABILIZER PLACEMENT ON HOLE DEVIATION 

Different stabilizer positions are considered to study its effect on 

deviational force. 

Collar: 6 1/4"x2 1/4" Mud: 10 lb/gal. 

Hole: 8 3/4" with 10° hole inclination 

Stabilizers at: i) 60 ft. and 90 ft. iii) 30 ft. and 60 ft. 

ii) 30 ft. and 90 ft. 

Weight on Bit: 10,000; 20,000; 30,000; 40,000; 50,000 lb. 
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The results are shown in Figure 17 for the resultant force angle with 

respect to hole axis vs. weight on bit for different stabilizer positions. 

3 
The solid curves are data taken from Bradley. 

EXAMPLE: EFFECT OF SECOND STABILIZER 

Different positions of two stabilizers are studied to analyze the 

possible advantage of the use of second stabilizer over one stabilizer put 

at ideal position. Following combinations of stabilizer positions are 

used: 

1st Stabilizer: 1.1, 1.0, 0.9, 0.75, 0.5, x 

2nd Stabilizer 
from the 1st: 0.2, .4, .6, .8, 1.0, 1.2, x 

Weight on Bit: 0.6, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 dimensionless unit 

r = 1/100 

where S. . .is from the ideal position of a single stabilizer to-thebit. The 
ideal 

results of deviational force vs. weight on bit for different combinations 

of stabilizer positions are shown in Figure 18 - 20. It is noticed that 

for the first stabilizer fixed at a certain position s, as the second 

stabilizer is moved away from the first stabilizer (c increases) the 

deviational force decreases; until the second stabilizer reaches a certain 

position, the deviational force then increases again. 

WHEN THE DRILL STRING CONTACTS THE WALL OF THE BOREHOLE 

When the drill string contacts the wall of the borehole, a concen¬ 

trated force is introduced at the point of contact. Assume that this point 

is between the bit and the first stabilizer (Figure 9). Equation (27) can 

be generalized to obtain the solution: 

2 
ç(n) = " cosvGn) + ^ —0/2 ~ sin/wn) 
w w"3' 
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+ [^(rrd) - sin^TCrrd)] U(TT«1) 

h2 
+ 0/2 £y^(''l“d-c) - sinv£(rrd-c)] iKiyd^c) 
wJ/ 

h, 
+ —[^(rrd-c-e) - siny^(n-d-c-e)] U(n-d-c-e) (29) 
wJ/ 

where g, y are defined as: 

g * -wr + i? + h^a + h2(d+c) + hgd + h^. (d+c+e) = 0 

Y = + h2 + hg + h^ + £, (30) 

the boundary conditions are: 

3
 II o
 

€ - -r 

n = d+c K = -r 
n = d+c+e ll o

 

n Ç - -r (31) 

The deviational force can be determined for given stabilizer positions and 

point of contact. The calculation procedure is similar to Appendix D. 

Take the last example with the additional condition that the point of 

contact is the maximum deflection point between the bit and the first 

stabilizer. The result for deviational force is given in Figure 21. If 

the contact is made over a finite interval of length, then only the portion 

of drill string between the contact point and the bit need to be considered. 

(The drill string is supported by the borehole wall, resulting in zero 

moment and stress, see Figure lOi) The dimensionless deviational force is: 

h = - 0.5A’ £ - 0.5A* 
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The deviational force in this case where the collar betweën the bit and 

the first stabilizer contacted the wall of the borehole over a finite 

length is certainly greater then thé case with single stabilizer at ideal 

position. 



FIGURE 91 CONFIGURATION SHOWING THE DRILL STRING BETWEEN THE BIT 
AND THE FIRST STABILIZER JUST CONTACTING THE WALL. 

FIGURE 10: CONFIGURATION SHOWING THE DRILL STRING BETWEEN THE BIT 
AND THE FIRST STABILIZER CONTACTING THE WALL OVER A 
FINITE INTERVAL. 
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TORQUE ( ft-lb ) 

FIGURE 11: THE EFFECT OF THE TORQUE ON DEVIATIONAL FORCE 

(for 6 1/4" collar; 8 3/4" hole with 10° angle in 10 lb/gal mud) 

TORQUE ( ft-lb ) 

FIGURE 12: THE EFFECT OF THE TORQUE ON DEVIATIONAL FORCE 

(for 6 1/4" collar; 8 3/4" hole with 10° angle in 10 lb/gal mud) 
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W*2X> w«4.0 Ws8.0 

R 

FIGURE 13: RATIO OF ANGLE <> OF RESULTANT FORCE ON BIT OVER 

. ANGLE a OF HOLE INCLINATION VS. 1/EFFECTIVE 

RADIUS r FOR DRILL STRING WITH NO STABILIZER 
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R 

FIGURE 14: LOCATION OF THE POINT OF TANGENCY FOR DRILL STRING 

WITH NO STABILIZER 
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FIGURE 16: BENEFIT DERIVED FROM USING A STABILIZER 

(DIMENSIONLESS CHART) 
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FIGURE 17: EFFECT OF STABILIZER PLACEMENT ON HOLE DEVIATION 
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WOB (DIMENSIONLESS) 

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 70 60 

FIGURE 18: EFFECT OF THE SECOND STABILIZER ON DEVIATIONAL FORCE 
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FIGURE 19: EFFECT OF THE SECOND STABILIZER ON HOLE DEVIATION 

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 60 7.0 8JO 

FIGURE 20: EFFECT OF THE SECOND STABILIZER ON DEVIATIONAL FORCE 
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WOB IN DIMENSIONLESS UNITS 

r—V~ 

1.0 3.0 
 ! I !  

5.0 7.0 
 ! l l » 

- .32- 

- .36- 

- .40- 

- .44 

- .48- 

-.52- 

NO 2nd STABILIZER 

C : 

.6 

.4 
.8 

1.0 

.2 

1.2 

DASHED UNE : DEFLECTION CONSTRAINT NOT SATISFIED 

( x>o BET. BIT a ist STABILIZER) 

SOLID LINE : FORCE INTRODUCED AT MAX. DEFL. PT. 

FIGURE 21: EFFECT OF THE SECOND STABILIZER ON DEVIATIONAL FORCE. 

(THE CONTACT BETWEEN DRILL STRING AND THE BOREHOLE 

CONSIDERED.) 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

During the drilling of oil and gas wells, lateral force causes hole 

deviation. This lateral force, called the deviational force, may come from 

the flexible drill string or the interaction betweèn the bit and the forma¬ 

tion rock. A theoretical model for directional drilling tendency of a 

drill bit in anisotropic rocks is proposed. Since torque is required to 

drive the rotary drilling bit, the èffect of torque on hole deviation is 

studied. And since stabilizers are used as a means of controlling hole 

deviation, the effects of stabilizer placement on the deviational force 

are also studied. 

The theoretical model for directional drilling tendency is developed 

by analyzing the anisotropic effects of the bit and the rock one at a time 

and then combining these effects. This model relates the bit performance 

characteristics, rock failure parameter, and deviational force on the bit 

to the drilling rate. 

The effect of the torque on the deviational force is studied by a 

three-dimensional mathematical model derived with the simplifying 

assumption that the axial, force variation can be neglected. 

The effect of the stabilizer placement on the deviational force is 

studied by a two-dimensional analysis of the drill string with the same 

simplifying assumption. Singularity functions are used to represent the 

concentrated loads introduced by the stabilizer and the point of contact 

between the drill string and the wall of the hole. 

In most cases the results are given in terms of the deviational 

force or force angle. The force angle is defined as the angle the 

resultant force (applied on the bit by the formation rock) makes with the 

vertical. The opposite direction of the resultant force is the general 
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direction the bit will drill (a modification of the direction is expected 

for an anisotropic bit and/or anisotropic rock). A smaller deviational 

force (i._e., smaller force angle) means more weight on bit can be carried 

while maintaining constant hole angle. In most drilling areas, the 

additional weight on bit will result in faster penetration rates and more 

economical drilling condition. So à smaller deviational force is 

beneficial. 

1) Validity of Assumption (Figures 13, 14): 

The most important simplifying assumption in this analysis is that 

the variation of the axial force can be neglected. It is this assumption 

that makes this analysis different from previous studies. The results of 

the case with no stabilizer are used to compare with the results of 

Lubinski and Woods. The following observations are made: 

a) When the axial force variation from the bit to the tangency point 

is less than 60% of the weight on bit, the calculation of force angle 

<j> is accurate within 5%. 

b) When the dimensionless effective radius is less than 1/20, the 

calculation of force angle <f> is accurate within 4%. 

c) The tangency length is not as sensitive to the variation of axial 

force as the force angle is; i.e., the agreement is satisfactory 

(with less than 4% variation) for all values of weight on bit and 

effective radius. 

Whenever the simplifying assumption is made, the values of weight on 

bit and effective radius are chosen to meet requirements (a) and (b). 

2) Effect of the Torque on Hole Deviation (Figures 11, 12): 

A three-dimensional analysis of drill strings has been conducted to 

study the effects of torque on hole deviation. The results show that the 

torque has little effect on the deviational force in the x-z plane (the 
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plane of the gravitational force), while it has a linear but negligible 

effect on the deviation force, in the y-z plane. The result in the 

4 
x-z plane agrees with Walker and Friedman. In the y-z plane, a slight 

variation is noticed between the obtained results and Walker’s results, 

but the linearity is preserved. This may be caused by the simplifying 

assumption made in the present analysis.' Only examples of drill strings 

with no stabilizer are considered in this part of the analysis. The 

difficulty of calculations. is greatly increased when.stabilizers are 

considered, but it is expected that the effect of the torque will still be 

negligible. 

3) Effect of One Stabilizer (Figures 15, 16): 

The results for the ideal stabilizer position and percentage more 

weight a drill string with a stabilizer at ideal position can carry as 

compared with the no stabilizer case are consistent with Lubinski and 

Woods.^ 

4) Effect of Two Stabilizers (Figures 17-21); 

The effect of the placement of stabilizers on force angle is shown 

in Figure 17 for 6 1/4" collar in 8 3/4" hole with 10° hole inclination 

angle. 

The advantage of two stabilizers over one stabilizer put at the ideal 

position is studied. The results show that: 

a) For the lower stabilizer at the ideal position* or 10% above, 

the use of the second stabilizer can cause a substantial decrease in 

deviational force (which is beneficial), but the drill string betweèh 

* The ideal case refers to the case whère only one stabilizer is used 

and is put at the ideal position. 
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the first stabilizer and the bit will touch the low side of the bore¬ 

hole, which makes the analysis not applicable. So à concentrated 

load is introduced at the point of maximum deflection and a new 

analysis is conducted. Thé hew results show that the deviational 

force can be decreased when the weight on bit is large. 

b) If the lower stabilizer is 10% closer to the bit than the 

ideal single stabilizer position, then the second stabilizer can 

decrease the hole deviation only when large weight on bit is used. 

However, this benefit is small. 

c) If the lower stabilizer is nearer the bit than 20% of the ideal 

single stabilizer position, the second stabilizer will cause the 

hole angle to increase. 

In summary, some of the more important points brought out in this 

study are as follows: 

I. A simplified theoretical model for directional drilling tendency 

of a drill bit in orthotropic rock is proposed. Further studies of 

the three-dimensional, rock failure characteristics are needed to 

complete this model. 

II. The effect of the torque on deviational force can be neglected. 

III. The simplifying assumption that the variation of axial force 

can be neglected should be used with caution. 

IV. The utilization of singularity functions to represent concen¬ 

trated loads makes the drill string analysis simpler. 

V. If two stabilizers are used, the second stabilizer could have 

beneficial effect on hole deviation over that provided by a single 

stabilizer put at the ideal position. However, if the two 

stabilizers are not put at proper positions, the second stabilizer 



can lead to an increase in the hole angle. 
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APPENDIX A 

FORMULATION OF PROGRAM FOR 3-D DRILL STRING ANALYSIS 

In this Appendix, a method for solving the integration constants of 

the solution for the governing differential equation and deviational 

forces is described. 

The differential equations, the solution, and the boundary conditions 

have the dimensionless form: 

D. E. 

SOLUTION 

Ç"" = - tç
m - wç” + 1 

ç«" = tÇ"' - wç" 

l + jç - ej6tl (A cos An 

(A-l) 

+ B sin Xr|) + Cr\ + D + 

(A-2) 
B. C.'s at t] = 0: u(0) - 0, u’(0) = 0 

at n * i: u(i) = -r, u”(i)* - tç’(i)+jtç’(i) 

at n = 0: Ç"(0) = 0 (A-3) 

where t = 
T R 
2 
m p 

m sin a 

Applying the first two boundary conditions we have: 

D = -A 

C = -(AB + jSA) 
(A-4) 

now the solution has this form: 

£ + jC = (A cos An + B sin An) 

Applying the boundary conditions at n = t: 

(AB + j6A)n - A + 
.1 * 

(A-5) 

[eJ6A cos Ai - jfii - 1]A + [ej6A sin Ai - Ai]B - = -r 

(-(A2+62) COS Ai - 2jA5 sin Ai)e^5jl A (A-6) 

+ (-(A
2
+ô

2) sin Ai + 2jAi cos Ai)e^6A B + - = -tç'(i) + jtç'(i) 
w 
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substitute C*(i), V(£) (the slope at Z) and express the results in terms 

of AR, AI, BR, BI, (the real and imaginary part of A, B respectively) we 

have: 

11 

'21 

31 

41 

where 

'11 

'12 

13 

'14 

'21 

22 

23 

'24 

'31 

'32 

'33 

'34 

'41 

'42 

G12 G13 G14 

G22 G23 G24 

G32 G33 G34 

G42 G43 G44 

"AR" 

m Ht 
W 

AI 
.. 2 
nâ— 

o 
2w 2 

SS 

BR 0 

BI 
_ 1 
w 

- 

(A-7) 

2 2 
-(6 +X )sin6£cosX£- 26X cosô£sinX£+ t(6sinô£cosX£+ Xcos5£sinX£) 

2 2 
-(6 +X )cosS£cosX£+ 26X sinfiisinXi- t(-ôcos5£cosX£+Xsin6£sinX£+6) 

-(ô^+X^)sinfiisinXi+ 26X cosô£cosX£- t(Xcosô£cosX£-5sinô£sinX£-X) 

2 2 
-(6 +X )cos5&sinX£- 2SX sinS£cosX£+ t(Xsinô£cosX£+ 6cos6£sinX£) 

cosô£,cosX£-l 

-sinô£cosX£+ Ô£ 

cosS£sinX£-X£ 

-sin6£sinX£ 

sinS£cosX£ ~SZ 

cosSZcosXZ-1 

sind&sinXi 

cos5£sinX£-X£ 

2 2 
-(6 +X )cosô£cosX£+ 26X sin6£sinX£+ t(Scos5£cosX&- XsinS£sinX£-6) 

2 2 
(S +X )sin5£cosX£+ 2SX cosfi£sinX£+ t(-6sinS£eosX£-Xcos5£sinX£) 
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" -(5 +X )cosfi£sinX£- 2SX sind£cosX£+ t(Xsinô£cosX£+ 6cosô£sinX£) 

2 2 
®44 = (6 +X )sinS£sinX£+ 25X cos5£cosX£+ t(Xcosô£cosX£-ôsin<$£sinX£-X) 

the last boundary condition requires that: 

BI - qx + q2 

where 

ql “ 

2 2 
_ -(g+x ) 

26X 

_  1_ 
q2 ” 26Xw 

eliminating BI from equation (A-7) we get; 

C11 C12 C13 
-AR- 

V 
C21 C22 C23 D2 

AI = 
c C„„ r „ 
31 32 33 3 

-BR- 

S, S„ S„ -s, 
1 2 3 ! 4 

where C, S, D are functions of £, the explicit form of C, S, D is not 

expressed. Now the problem reduces to finding the root £ of the function F(£). 

F(£) « AR(£) + S2(£) AI(£) + S3(£) BR(£) + S4 

subject to the constraint: 

‘Cll C12 C13" 
> "AR” "V 

C21 C22 C23 
AI = D2 

-C31 C32 C33- 
_BR_ -V 

Newton's successive approximation method is used to find the root. 

In the iteration process we must evaluate F'. That is done after AR', AI*, 

AR' are determined by: 

[A* I = -tC_1][C'] [C"1] [D] + [C"1] [D* ] 
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the deviational forces can be found using the moment equilibrium equation 

(2). 

If the initial guess were not close to the root, this process may not 

converge. To overcome this difficulty, a scanning procedure is used first 

to find the interval in which function changes sign. Then, the initial 

guess will not be too far off. 
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APPENDIX B 

FORMULATION OF PROGRAM FOR NO STABILIZER CASE 

For the case with no stabilizer, the solution reads (22): 

2 

£(n) = (1 - cos»^n) + ^ - ~$j2 - sinv^n) (B-l) 
w wJ 

where S, Y are defined by equation (19) with = 0: 

3 = -wr + h^A + j £2 Y “ h^ + A 

the boundary conditions are (21) : 

-r = cos^ ~ + A- (v^A - sinv^A), 3 = 0 (B-2) 
w w 

Equations (B-2) can be reduced to a function of one parameter A: 

2 wr | 1 

F(A) = c,osV^~ 1 + -Aj - ^ (*^A - sinv'Ç/A) + r 
w w 

The deviational force h^ can be determined once the root A is found. 

Newton's successive approximation method is used to find the'root: 

* .* -LM. 
<»+1> *<n) F.(t|))) 

The convergence of this procedure depends on the initial guess. To 

assure a close guess, a scanning procedure is used first to find the 

interval in which function changes sign. Certain "smoothness" of the 

function F is assumed so that the function will not change sign is a 

very small interval. This is found to be true by checking the function 

values. The distance between bit and tangency point is between 0.4 and 

2.8^ and only possible roots in this range are checked. 
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APPENDIX C 

FORMULATION OF PROGRAM FOR THE ONE-STABILIZER CASE 

The solution is (20): 

2 
ç(u) * C1 - COSI/WTO + ^ —2/2 ~ sinV^n) 
w wJ 

K 
+ ~~3/2 [(^n_d) ~ sim/w(n-d)] U(n-d) 

usually the position of the stabilizer is measured from the bit. Rewrite 

(21)^ in terms of the distance between the bit and the stabilizer s: 

2 
cosvw(jl-s) -1 +   — + rw 

^ w(A-s) - Vw sini/w (A-s) 

rom (21)^ an^ (19)^: 

, _ yJl - 1/2A,2 -wr 
h0 =   
2 s 

Then (20)2 is an equation with only one unknown 

F (A) = cosvÇn- 1 + |_ _I_ (yfo _ sinv^) 
w w 

h
2 

+ —T7T (vws - sin/ws) + r = 0 
w 

for given w, r, s. 

Newton’s successive approximation method is used to find l. The 

ideal stabilizer position is determined by increasing s from a small 

value until the drill collar between the bit and the stabilizer barely 

touches the low side of the borehole. 
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APPENDIX D 

FORMULATION OF PROGRAM FOR TWO-STABILIZER CASE 

The solution to the bottom-hole assemblies is (27) : 

£(n) ■ C1 - cos^wn) + ^ —3^2 “ sin»^n) 
W W 

+ “372 I^(n-d) - sim^iyd)] U(Trd) 
wJ 

+ Iv^Cn-d-c) - sinV^ri-d-c) ) u(n-d-c) 

for given w, r, s, c; 8 and y are functions of h^, h^y h^, and £. To 

determine these four unknowns , equation (28) is used: 

by equation (28)2 

J~A 1 J_ wd2 . 2 cos/wd - 1 + —j + rw 

Y =   
wd -Jw sinv^Fd 

by equation (28)^ 

2 
-cosVw(c+d) + 1 - —-— + y[w(c+d) - Jw sinv^7(c+d)] - rw2 

h 3=     
wc - Jü sin*^?c 

by equation (28)^ 

wfc2 2 

-cosv^L + 1 — + y[w£ -Jw sin£,]-w r - h,[w(cfs)-y^7 siny^7(c+s)] 
^ ? 3  

ws - jw siny^wg 

by equation (26)^ 

h 
1 

wr - h2 (c+d) 

T 

for each trial solution A, we can determine the values of h^, h^> y. 
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Then these values are substituted into equation (28) : 

F(«.) =h1 + h2+h2 + i- Y“° 

to check if the It is the correct solution. Newton’s successive approxi¬ 

mate method is used. A scanning process,- which finds an interval in 

which function changes sign, is used before the successive approximation 

procedure to assure a close initial approximation. 


